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CRU Mission Statement
The CRU’s mission is to protect the public interest in Water, Energy and Energy Safety.
The CRU is guided by four strategic priorities that sit alongside the core activities we undertake
to deliver on the public interest. These are:



Deliver sustainable low-carbon solutions with well-regulated markets and networks



Ensure compliance and accountability through best regulatory practice



Develop effective communications to support customers and the regulatory process



Foster and maintain a high-performance culture and organisation to achieve our vision

Executive Summary
In accordance with Regulation (EU) 2019/941 on risk-preparedness in the electricity sector (RPR)
Article 7, the CRU, as competent authority, has identified a draft set of national electricity crisis
scenarios for consultation1. This process was conducted in parallel to the work undertaken by
ENTSO-E according to Article 6 of the regulation, thus ensuring consistency with the regional
electricity crisis scenarios identified therein. The work was completed in close cooperation with
the Irish TSO (EirGrid).
This report sets out information about each scenario and the risk assessment conducted in line
with the ENTSO-E methodology developed under Article 5 of the RPR. Based on the analysis
completed to date, each scenario has been given a score relating to the likelihood, potential
impact, overall risk rating and cross-border impact rating.
Comments are requested on the draft set of national electricity crisis scenarios, in particular from
impacted system operators and producers or their representative bodies. The CRU will take the
comments received into account in developing the final list of national scenarios. Those final
scenarios will subsequently feed into the development of the Risk Preparedness Plans as required
under Article 10 of the Regulation. The CRU Risk Preparedness Plan, including the final set of
national electricity crisis scenarios, is scheduled for publication in January 2022.

1

Regulation 941/2019, Article 7 (2): “In identifying the national electricity crisis scenarios, the competent
authority shall consult the transmission system operators, the distribution system operators that the
competent authority considers to be relevant, the relevant producers or their trade bodies, and the
regulatory authority where it is not the competent authority.”
1
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Public/ Customer Impact Statement
Regulation EU 2019/941 on risk preparedness in the electricity sector sets out requirements for
each EU Member State to ensure that consistent plans are in place to prevent, prepare for and
manage crisis events that may result in a loss of electricity supply to customers. These events
might include extreme weather conditions, for example, or technical failures.
As part of the work required under the regulation, the CRU has collaborated with EirGrid, the
electricity Transmission System Operator (TSO), to develop a set of potential ‘crisis’ scenarios
under which a loss of electricity supply might occur in Ireland, and to calculate the level of risk
associated with each scenario.
The scenarios will be used in the next phase of work under the regulation, which will involve
drawing up detailed preparations to manage such events. The plans will contain the arrangements
for the electricity sector to follow during the different crisis scenarios, in order to mitigate and
minimise the disruption caused to customers.
The purpose of this consultation is to ensure that a reasonable range of potential crisis scenarios
has been identified, and that their likelihoods and possible impacts on the electricity system have
been fully considered.
The public should note that similar work has historically been undertaken by the TSO as part of
its day to day function to protect security of supply in Ireland and the work undertaken here has
drawn on that work and previous results. The purpose of this specific body of work is to meet the
requirements of the recent European regulation on the matter; to bring that information together
in a form that is common across Europe so that potential crisis scenarios both national and
regional can be identified, assessed and subsequently managed in an enhanced and coordinated
manner.

2
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
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Abbreviation or Term

Definition or Meaning

CRU

Commission for Regulation of Utilities

TSO

Transmission System Operator – EirGrid
(IE) and SONI (NI)

DSO

Distribution System Operator - ESBN

RPR

Risk Preparedness Regulation (EU)
2019/941

ENTSO-E

European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity

NRA

National Risk Assessment

EENS

Expected Energy Not Served

LOLE

Loss of Load Expectation

NI

Northern Ireland

GB

Great Britain

IE

Republic of Ireland

EWIC

East-West Interconnector

HVDC

High Voltage Direct Current

ICT, IT

Information (and Communications)
Technology
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BETTA

British Electricity Trading and
Transmission Arrangements (GB market)

SEM

Single Electricity Market (Irish all-island
market)
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1 Introduction
1.1 Risk preparedness regulation
The Risk Preparedness Regulation (RPR, EU 2019/941) sets out a requirement for Member States
to develop transparent risk-preparedness plans to prevent, prepare for and manage electricity
crises, indicating the agreed coordination and cooperation within regions and between Member
States.
In developing the risk-preparedness plans, the RPR requires each Member State to produce a set
of nationally relevant electricity crisis scenarios. The scenarios are intended to represent situations
in which there is a shortage of electricity or an inability to provide electricity to customers. This
document presents the draft set of national electricity crisis scenarios and their associated risk
assessments for Ireland developed by the CRU, in their role as competent authority, in fulfilment
of the requirement of Article 7 of the RPR. The scenarios were prepared subsequent to the set of
regional electricity crisis risk scenarios established by the European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) in line with Article 6 of the RPR. Many of the scenarios
considered relevant for Ireland correspond with regionally applicable scenarios defined by ENTSOE, and some are specific to Ireland. The methodology used to carry out the risk assessments for
the scenarios is aligned with the ENTSO-E methodology developed under Article 5 of the RPR.
Article 7(2) requires that the competent authority consult with ‘the transmission system operators,
the distribution system operators that the competent authority considers to be relevant and the
relevant producers or their trade bodies’. As the primary national experts on electricity system
operation, the TSO (Transmission System Operator, EirGrid) have been closely consulted and
have contributed significant expertise to the development of the scenarios and to the risk
assessment associated with each scenario. This consultation is intended to present the draft
scenarios for comment to the relevant system operators, producers or their representative bodies
as well as any other interested parties. Any comment received will be incorporated into the
development of the risk preparedness plans to be established under Article 10, and relevant
contributions will be noted in part 5 of the Risk Preparedness Plan, as per the template in the
Annex to the RPR.

1.2 Related Documents
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Regulation (EU) 2019/941 on risk preparedness in the electricity sector2
SI designating CRU as Competent Authority3
National Risk Assessment for Ireland 20174
Methodology for identifying regional electricity crisis scenarios (ENTSO-E)5

1.3 Structure of Paper
-

Scenario development and risk assessment

-

Individual scenario details

-

Next steps

-

Appendix describing example occurrences of crisis scenarios

2 Electricity Crisis Scenarios
2.1 Scenario development
A set of scenarios indicated as being relevant to the Irish electricity system are set out in this report.
Following the process used in the development of regional scenarios by ENTSO-E, they have been
grouped according to their general origin, with some adjustments made to the categories for the
Irish cases, as follows:

2



Extreme weather, e.g. storm



Malicious attack, e.g. terrorism



Primary equipment failure, e.g. network components



Technical failure, e.g. control system ICT



Natural disaster, e.g. earthquake



Fuel shortage, e.g. gas supply interruption

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2019.158.01.0001.01.ENG
https://www.cru.ie/document_group/designation-of-the-commission-for-regulation-of-utilities-cru-as-thecompetent-authority-responsible-for-the-implementation-of-the-measures-set-out-in-regulation-eu-2019941/
4
https://www.emergencyplanning.ie/en/news/national-risk-assessment-ireland-2017
5
https://eepublicdownloads.azureedge.net/clean-documents/cep/ACER_Decision_07-2020_on_RPR_ART_5__Annex_I.pdf
3
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Human factors, e.g. control system operation error



Market failure, e.g. unintended power flows

Within each group there are one or more individual scenarios described, each representing an
event and subsequent consequences that could plausibly occur and cause an associated
electricity crisis. Additional scenarios have been considered but were found to have a very
insignificant risk associated to them, and/or to be irrelevant for the specifics of the Irish electricity
system. These are briefly documented at the end of the section on scenario description.
The scenarios presented in this first iteration of the implementation of the Risk Preparedness
Regulation are reflective of the current system. Member States are required to update the national
scenarios every four years, unless circumstances warrant more frequent updates.

2.2 Risk assessment
The risk assessment follows the approach developed by ENTSO-E in accordance with Article 5 of
the RPR. Each scenario has been rated according to the categorisation of risk, reflecting a
combination of the likelihood of occurrence of the scenario and its impact. Table 1 presents the
likelihood and 2 the impact categories used in the risk assessment process.
Likelihoods have, where possible, been strongly based on the classifications from the National
Risk Assessment,6 (NRA) but modified to reflect different scenario assumptions where required.
Some of the weather-related scenarios have been adjusted to reflect potential increases in
occurrence of extreme events due to climate change.
The level of impact associated with each scenario is based predominantly on the expert judgement
of the TSO and known outcomes from historical events. Two quantities have been estimated to
help categorise the impacts: EENS, Expected Energy Not Served, and LOLE, the Loss of Load
Expectation. Both are examples of metrics which are used to measure security of supply and set
reliability standards in the electricity market. The mapping of EENS and LOLE estimates to a final
impact rating from insignificant to disastrous follows the protocol set by the ENTSO-E
methodology. This mapping is shown in Table 3, indicating how likelihood and impact are
combined to give the final rating, from insignificant to disastrous, for all combinations of impact and
likelihood.

6

Note that the NRA considers the likelihood of a general energy supply crisis to be in the ‘unlikely’ category
overall
8
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Classification

Events per year

1 x in … years

Very likely

≥ 0.5

2 or less

Likely

0.2-0.5

2-5

Possible

0.1-0.2

5-10

Unlikely

0.01-0.1

10-100

Very unlikely

≤ 0.01

100 or more

Table 1 Classification of scenario likelihoods, as per ENTSO-E methodology

Classification

EENS (% of annual demand)

LOLE (hours)

Disastrous

≥0.25%

≥168

Critical

≥0.05%, <0.025%

≥48 and <168

Major

≥0.01%, <0.05%

≥12 and <48

Minor

≥0.002%, <0.01%

≥3 and <12

Insignificant

<0.002%

<3

Table 2 Classification of scenario impacts using EENS and LOLE, as per ENTSO-E methodology

9
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Impact

Likelihood

EENS

LOLE

Very
Likely

Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Very Unlikely

Disastrous

Disastrous

Disastrous

Disastrous

Critical

Major

Minor

Disastrous

Critical

Disastrous

Critical

Critical

Major

Minor

Critical

Disastrous

Disastrous

Critical

Critical

Major

Minor

Disastrous

Major

Disastrous

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Major

Disastrous

Disastrous

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Disastrous

Minor

Disastrous

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Disastrous

Disastrous

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Disastrous

Insignificant

Disastrous

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Insignificant

Disastrous

Disastrous

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Critical

Critical

Disastrous

Critical

Major

Minor

Minor

Critical

Major

Critical

Critical

Major

Minor

Minor

Major

Critical

Critical

Critical

Major

Minor

Minor

Critical

Minor

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Minor

Critical

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Critical

Insignificant

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Critical

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Major

Major

Critical

Major

Major

Minor

Insignificant

Major

Minor

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Minor

Major

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Major

Insignificant

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Insignificant

Major

Major

Major

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Minor

Minor

Major

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Insignificant

Minor

Insignificant

Major

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Minor

Major

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Minor

Minor

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Table 3 Combinations of likelihood and impact to give overall risk assessment for each scenario, as per ENTSO-E
methodology

2.3 Scenario list
Table 4 summarises the likelihood, impact, final risk rating and the cross-border impact of each
scenario under all the classifications. A total of 23 scenarios were considered appropriate for risk
assessment.

10
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Likelihood
Possible

Impact (greater
of LOLE or
EENS)
Critical

Rating
Critical

Cross
Border
Minor

Cold Spell

Unlikely

Critical

Minor

Major

Heatwave and dry spell

Unlikely

Critical

Minor

Major

Winter Incident

Unlikely

Major

Minor

Major

Heavy precipitation and flooding

Possible

Major

Minor

Minor

Very unlikely

Major

Insignificant

Major

Unlikely

Disastrous

Major

Major

Very unlikely

Disastrous

Minor

Major

Scenario Name
Storm

Solar Storm

Primary
equipment failure

Malicious attack

Cyber-attack on business-critical ICT infrastructure of entities
which are physically connected to the power grid

11

Insider attack
Threatening/blackmailing/hostage-taking of key employees

Very unlikely

Critical

Minor

Major

Physical attack against critical assets

Unlikely

Minor

Insignificant

Major

Physical attack against control centres

Unlikely

Minor

Insignificant

Minor

Cyber-attack on business-critical ICT infrastructure at market
participants (not physically linked to the power grid)
Local technical failure with regional importance

Very unlikely

Insignificant

Insignificant

Minor

Unlikely

Critical

Minor

Major

Serial equipment failure due to a systematic defect of system
elements

Possible

Minor

Minor

Minor

Simultaneous failure of power system primary elements

Unlikely

Minor

Insignificant

Major

Likelihood
Possible

Rating
Major

Cross
Border
Major

Unlikely

Critical

Minor

Minor

Unlikely

Insignificant

Insignificant

Minor

Forest fire

Unlikely

Major

Minor

None

Fossil fuel shortage (incl. natural gas)

Unlikely

Disastrous

Major

Major

Pandemic

Unlikely

Major

Minor

Major

Accidental (unintended) violation of N-1 criterion due to
human error
Strike, riots, industrial action in power supply chain

Possible

Insignificant

Insignificant

Minor

Unlikely

Minor

Insignificant

Minor

Unwanted power flows due to the fact that physical flows
don't follow market related scheduled flows

Likely

Minor

Minor

Major

Fuel
Natural
shortage disaster

Loss of ICT tools or telecommunication infrastructure
required for electric power system operation in or near realtime
Complexity of power system control mechanism

Human
factors

Scenario Name
Unusually big forecast errors for renewables

Impact (greater
of LOLE or
EENS)
Major

Market
failure

Technical failure
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Table 4 Summary of risk assessment for scenarios, red text indicates scenarios with the highest risk ratings (critical and major)
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3 Individual scenario details
This section sets out the basis and assumptions applied for the risk assessments under each
category of crisis.

3.1 Weather
Storm:
Likelihood

Possible

Impact

Critical

Risk

Critical

Cross-border

Major



Based on assumption of sustained 10-minute wind speeds peaking at greater than 90
km/h and wind gusts > 130 km/h at multiple locations (similar to Storm Darwin, 2014)



Peak winds occur over 24 hours, but high winds persist over 3 days



Typical historical occurrence once per 15-30 years but possibly more likely due to climate
change, likelihood set to possible



Impact set to critical, considering 3 days duration and possible loss of load extending
beyond 3 days to allow for clean-up



Cross-border dependency is major, considering storm likely to affect NI and GB
simultaneously, also reducing their ability to support



(The case of a severe thunderstorm has also been considered. Such an event would be
of a similar severity, see Appendix)

Cold spell:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Critical

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Major



Based on a cold still winter’s day, with little wind for the peak demand period, conditions
lasting 1 week

13
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NRA finds likelihood to be once in 10 to 100 years; has occurred recently but considered
less likely in 20507. Likelihood set to unlikely



Impact set to critical:
o

No system-wide blackout but reasonable to assume some level of rota load
shedding

o

Regular use of DSUs but possible consequent reduction in availability over the
week

o

Cooling of conventional plant will be a concern based on 2009/10 and 2010/11
winter where many generators had issues



Cross-border dependency is major, considering interdependencies with NI and possible
impact on interconnector flows as weather simultaneously affecting GB

Heavy precipitation and flooding:
Likelihood

Possible

Impact

Major

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Minor



Scenario considers extreme precipitation event resulting in flooding of key transmission
and distribution infrastructure lasting 7 days in total, most severe over 2-3 days



NRA sets return period of between 1 and 10 years. Historical data would suggest a lower
likelihood but setting at possible, between 5‐10 years



Will not have a system-wide impact, but localised loss of load could last several days,
giving a major impact rating



Cross-border impact would be minor as issue is typically localised unless it impacts key
stations for interconnection

Winter incident:

7

Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Major

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Major

EirGrid internal report

14
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This scenario considers an incident of high winds occurring during significant snowfall,
potentially causing ice accretion on overhead power lines



NRA rates ‘storm’8 as likely, and ‘cold spell’ as unlikely. Ice accretion incidents are rare
on the island of Ireland. In combination, high winds and extreme cold are at worst,
unlikely



Likely to be a localised event at a few stations but could cause major impact in terms of
lost load, particularly if permanent damage



Probable that similar conditions would be experienced throughout NI and GB at the same
time so cross-border rating set to major

Heatwave, dry spell:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Critical

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Major



Scenario based on record-breaking summer temperatures occurring for at least 10 days,
accompanied by a simultaneous dry spell. Assumes there may be several generators on
planned outages during the period that require recall to the system



Sag on power lines is likely, reducing capacity, alongside overheating of transformers



NRA rates the scenario as unlikely, but worth noting that it may increase in frequency in
coming decades



Impact considered to be more severe than for cold spell, likely resulting in widespread
loss of load for extended period, set to critical



Heatwave likely to be impacting in NI and GB at the same time so cross-border rating is
major

Solar storm:
Likelihood

Very unlikely

Impact

Major

Risk

Insignificant

Cross-border

Major

8

NRA description of ‘storm’ conditions have a lower severity than that described in the ‘storm’ scenario
described previously in this document
15
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Historically, solar storms with an impact on electricity systems have been rare, so
assumed to be very unlikely



There is a TSO protocol in place for this scenario to build overall system resilience during
such an event



The impact, should it happen, would be major as although such conditions can be
forecast and managed, there is the potential for long-term damage of equipment causing
some loss of load



It is probable that similar impacts would be felt in NI and GB so cross-border impact is
major

3.2 Malicious
Cyber-attack on grid-connected systems:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Disastrous

Risk

Major

Crossborder

Major



Scenario involving business-critical grid-connected systems such as TSOs, DSOs, power
plant and large industrial loads,



Assumes attacker can act like employee gaining access to Control Centre and cause a
wide-scale blackout



NRA sets to unlikely; TSO evaluation also corresponds with definition of unlikely



Impact evaluation of disastrous assumes remote control may not be available; restoration
of transmission stations may take longer than the expected 12 hours – 2 days to restore
from local operations



Cross-border impact is major, considering shared EirGrid-SONI facilities and that a
blackout in Ireland would almost certainly bring a blackout in NI or have a fundamental
impact as NI helps to restore Ireland (IE)



GB would be indirectly affected but would support the restoration effort on the East-West
Interconnector (EWIC)

Cyber-attack on systems not physically connected to the power grid:
Likelihood

Very unlikely

Impact

Insignificant

Risk

Insignificant

Cross-border

Minor

16
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Scenario considers specifically a potential attack on market Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) systems, e.g. the Control Centre’s scheduling and
dispatch tool that produces the optimum operational schedules based on the commercial
and technical data of market participants and all the operational limits of the power
system



Cyber-attacks set by NRA as unlikely. This scenario is considered to be less likely than
attack on grid-connected systems, so rated very unlikely here



The use of central scheduling and dispatch and non-automated generator control
systems reduces the impact of this scenario to insignificant as data is manually checked
and confirmed if anomalies appear



Cross-border dependency is minor as some impact from NI and IE using the same tools,
and the potential for less-efficient amended dispatch schedules to impact the all-island
market



There may be requests for emergency actions on interconnectors with GB to assist

Physical attack against critical assets:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Minor

Risk

Insignificant

Cross-border

Major



Scenario is based on an attack on the NI-IE infrastructure as it has been attacked in the
past and would have impact on cross border electricity flows



Has happened previously; NRA set to 10-100 years, rated unlikely



Impact is considered to be minor: the NI and IE systems should be operable as two
synchronous areas, but there would be financial implications and potential for some
minor loss of load without support from NI



Cross-border dependency would be major as the link between NI and IE would be
severed

Physical attack against TSO control centres:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Minor

Risk

Insignificant

Cross-border

Minor

17
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In this scenario, the attacker is not actively trying to ‘bring down the grid’, but as a
consequence of the attack the system is left to drift out of limits



Likelihood set to unlikely which is consistent with NRA and EirGrid Group internal
assessment



Impact would be rated minor - system could drift to black-out, particularly with large
ramps in wind generation, but back up control available from SONI (unlikely to be hit
simultaneously) so impact minimised



SONI would have to dispatch until issue resolved but little impact on the NI system so
cross-border rating is minor

Threatening/blackmailing/hostage-taking of key employees:
Likelihood

Very unlikely

Impact

Critical

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Major



The scenario assumes attacker can act like shift engineer with complete control of the
grid and would potentially cause a system wide black out; the threat is neutralised within
a day



TSO consider this to be a very rare situation, set to very unlikely



Impact considered to be critical with potential for lost load lasting up to two days



Cross-border rating is major given single control system with NI, and additionally EWIC is
controlled from the control centre too so GB would be affected

Insider attack:
Likelihood

Very unlikely

Impact

Disastrous

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Major



Similar to previous two scenarios, but with insider knowledge (and considerable planning)
could cause greater disruption over a longer time period



TSO consider this to be a very rare situation, set to very unlikely



Impact would be disastrous, a knowledgeable attacker would be able to quickly cause
system-wide blackout, equipment damage and a lengthy restoration time

18
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Cross-border rating is major given single control system with NI, and additionally EWIC is
controlled from the control centre too so GB would be affected

3.3 Primary equipment failure
Local technical failure with regional importance:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Critical

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Major



Here, the scenario features a potential transformer explosion which forces out a station
critical to cross-border activity or interconnection



There have been transformer explosions in both NI and IE in the last decade, but the
occurrence at specific key locations would be generally unlikely



The impact would be at a critical level, causing lost load over a couple of days



The cross-border rating would be major as involves a break in connection with either NI
or GB

Simultaneous failure of power system primary elements:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Minor

Risk

Insignificant

Cross-border

Major



Scenario involves an incorrect detection of a separation of the two power systems on the
island (IE and NI). Frequency response on high voltage direct current (HVDC) line
triggers correctly once but incorrectly triggers a second time doubling its frequency
response. Three large units cease production immediately. Under-frequency loadshedding scheme triggers protecting the integrity of the power system



On the basis of previous experience, this is unlikely



It would be likely that a limited amount of load would be lost for a relatively short period,
so impact is minor



NI could be greatly impacted, depending on the specific element affected, and thus the
cross-border rating is major. There would likely be limited impact on GB in the case of
interconnector involvement



19
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Serial equipment failure due to a systematic defect of system elements:
Likelihood

Possible

Impact

Minor

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Minor



This scenario has a number of different origins based on from previous examples,
including failure of DC contactors, HTLS conductors, fluid-filled cables. The key
assumption is that the power grid may have to continue to be operated despite the risk of
failure until it can be resolved fully



Likelihood is set to possible based on these previous experiences



The impact is considered to be minor, involving limited lost load over a short period



Cross-border rating is limited to minor, assuming only specific locations would be
involved

3.4 Technical failure
Loss of ICT tools or telecommunication infrastructure required for power
system operation in or near real-time:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Critical

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Major



This scenario considers a potential failure of the ICT system behind a key dispatch tool



It has not happened previously, so likelihood set to unlikely



The impact is rated critical as depending on conditions on a particular day it could lead to
a limited duration blackout due to frequency or thermal overloading



Same dispatch tools used in NI so cross-border rating is major

Complexity of power system control mechanism:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Insignificant

Risk

Insignificant

Cross-border

Major
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Event begins with one failure on an ICT system or grid protection component causing a
signal to other grid/production/control component resulting in a cascading failure



There are a number of new sources of generation, new ICT equipment, and challenging
operational security limits which have introduced the possibility of this scenario



Future innovation and integration with balancing market control will increase the
complexity in future but considered to be currently unlikely



Currently the impact would be considered to be insignificant but may change as new
elements are introduced



Cross-border rating would be major as the same systems are deployed in both
jurisdictions

Unusually big forecast errors for renewables:
Likelihood

Possible

Impact

Major

Risk

Major

Cross-border

Major



Errors have been seen in forecast wind output in recent years; the lowest reasonable
likelihood for a significant forecast error during medium to high wind is possible



Wind capacity represents a significant portion of current demand; significant errors would
have major impacts – where the forecast is high but actual output is significantly lower,
the time required to start-up other generation could incur loss of load



Cross-border rating is major as the same forecast vendors are used in NI, whilst if related
to unusual conditions, GB could also be under-forecasting and unable to provide support

3.5 Natural disaster
Forest fire:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Major

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

None



Scenario envisages the potential for a forest fire to impact on the network infrastructure



Review of historical incidents indicates a likelihood of unlikely



Impact would be considered to be major, due to potential for prolonged duration of lost
load
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Cross-border rating would be none as impact most likely to remain localised

3.6 Fuel shortage
Fossil fuel shortage (incl. natural gas):
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Disastrous

Risk

Major

Cross-border

Major



This scenario is based on either a curtailment of GB gas supply over a prolonged period
(up to one month) from Moffat or full loss of supply (e.g. technical failure) for a shorter
period



NRA sets the likelihood as between 10 and 100 years, indicating that either possibility is
unlikely



Impact of the scenario is heavily influenced by wind power availability during the crisis. It
would likely cause significant lost load for a prolonged period, thus rated disastrous



Northern Ireland is almost as dependent on gas for its electricity and is also
predominantly fed from Moffat so cross-border rating is major. In the case of a supply
issue, GB will be simultaneously affected

3.7 Human factors
Pandemic:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Major

Risk

Minor

Cross-border

Major



Scenario envisages a more immediate impact on power system operation than that
caused by Covid-19 (see the Appendix for description of recent Covid-19 occurrence)



NRA sets pandemics as occurring once in every 10 and 100 years so unlikely



Impact is rated major and primarily relates to maintenance of generators, related supply
chain constraints and requirements for expertise from overseas; this could cause delayed
loss of load due to forced outages during a later period of high demand. There is a
possible secondary impact on staffing in control centre and power generation facilities.
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Strike, riots, industrial action in power supply chain:
Likelihood

Unlikely

Impact

Minor

Risk

Insignificant

Cross-border

Minor



Scenario assumes action lasts at least 4 weeks but very unlikely to incur any significant
lost load for the full period



Historical events of this type have not been frequent or regular, so likelihood of such an
event is set to unlikely



Previous events have not impacted on the ability of the system to meet consumer
demand so impact set to minor



Cross-border dependency is minor as this type of event is less likely to occur in other
states simultaneously

Accidental (unintended) violation of N-1 criterion due to human error:
Likelihood

Possible

Impact

Insignificant

Risk

Insignificant

Cross-border

Minor



System operations are becoming more complex with the introduction of new tools and
management of new technologies, including batteries, demand-side units and the need to
work with challenging operational limits and new complex market operations



Likelihood is possible, as human error events have occurred in the last 5 years



Impact is insignificant as previous events have been resolved quickly with little or no
impact on load



Some potential errors could have cross-border impact so rating set to minor

3.8 Market related
Unwanted power flows due to the fact that physical flows don't follow market
related scheduled flows:
Likelihood

Likely

Impact

Minor

Risk

Minor
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Cross-border



Major

Scenario relates to flows occurring within Ireland or at the border, between SEM and
BETTA (the Irish all-island and GB electricity markets), via the Moyle interconnector and
EWIC



Situation is typically related to poorly forecast renewables: wind tends to arrive first in the
South West of the island and the power needs to travel through all the way to Moyle in
the North East of the island. When this is incorrectly forecast, the interconnector flows
may not be as planned



It is considered to be a likely scenario based on recent experience in SEM



The TSO has direct control of the vast majority of renewable power output, so impact is
limited to minor, i.e. can invoke constraint/curtailment and bring on compensatory
generation



Cross-border rating is major based on how flows can drive alerts in NI

3.9 Other
The following scenarios were considered but either their risk was determined to be very
insignificant, or they were not relevant to the Irish system:



TSO building power supply, transport disruption, garbage and sewage collection, water
and food supply, large industrial or nuclear accident
o



Nuclear fuel shortage in GB
o



These were all considered to present a very minimal risk to the electricity supply

It is not likely that this presents a calculable risk to the Irish electricity system

Unexpected / unforeseen interaction of energy market rules
o

The central scheduling of the balancing market limits the exposure of the island
of Ireland to this scenario



Volcanic eruption, earthquake
o
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4 Response from stakeholders
We invite responses to this consultation under the following headings:
1. Does the list of scenarios cover the range of events and outcomes that might be expected
to cause an electricity crisis in Ireland?
o

If not, please define the potential electricity crisis scenario that you believe to be
missing, including where possible a basis for the associated likelihood and impact
ratings

2. For any specific scenario, are the overall risk assessment ratings reasonable?
o

If you disagree, please explain the reasoning and provide evidence and/or data to
support your argument

5 Next Steps
The CRU will evaluate the comments received in relation to this public consultation and use
the responses in developing the risk-preparedness plan scheduled for publication in January
2022 under Article 10. Ahead of this, the CRU intends to publish a response to this paper in
2021.
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Appendix
Example of scenario occurrence - Storm
One of the most severe thunderstorms ever to affect the Ireland power system occurred between 1900 hrs
Saturday 28th and 0600 hrs Sunday 29th June 1986. The areas mostly affected were north of a line from
Arklow to Galway. The tripping of many generators on the northern part of the system resulted in a large
power flow from south to north and this combined with the widespread tripping of lines finally resulted in the
system splitting into two separate systems. A frequency nadir of 47.65 Hz was reached in the Northern subsystem and a frequency zenith of 51.8 Hz in the Southern sub-system. During the storm there was an
estimated total of 150 220kV and 110kV line trippings.

Example of scenario occurrence – Simultaneous failure of power system primary elements
On 5 August 2005 a ‘run rack’ was triggered on the HVDC link reducing generation on the island by 283 MW
and then triggered a second time reducing a further 248 MW. Three generators were impacted, two of which
tripped, thus reducing generation by 1266 MW in total. Under-frequency load shedding automatically
activated dropping 683 MW, the equivalent of 400,000 customers.

Example of scenario occurrence - Pandemic
The emergence of the spread of the covid-19 virus in 2020 resulted in several generators postponing essential
maintenance scheduled for the summer months due to unavailability of materials and restrictions on
expertise from overseas. This has resulted in outages having to be planned during high-demand winter
months, and some generators are having to restrict run hours until such time as maintenance can be carried
out. The result is that the system margins are expected to be tighter than in previous years with a higher risk
of System Alerts.
See: https://www.eirgridgroup.com/site-files/library/EirGrid/EirGrid-Group-Winter-Outlook-Brochure-20202021.pdf
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